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Introduction. Developing new methodologies for (biomedical, clinical, im-
munological, molecular) data analysis is a main research interest in both bioin-
formatics and computational biology. In particular, efficient and fast compu-
tational methods are proposed in the literature of machine learning (for data
clustering, and feature extraction) to infer new knowledge from given data. A
vivid interest is particularly devoted to immunological research, as most of the
human deseases are induced by some fall or misplay in our body defence sys-
tem. More specifically, a recent broad interest is focused on the lifetime aging
of immune system, in terms of changes of immune mechanisms of an individ-
ual during his/her infancy, growing age, mature age, and senescence. Indeed,
an age-related decline, referred to as immunosenescence, seems characterized by
a decrease in cell-mediated immune functions, where defects in T- and B-cell
functions coexist, and has social/commercial impact related to vaccination in
elderly persons [14].

Here we present a couple of different models, published in [2] and in [4],
respectively based on MP systems and on piecewise linear segmentation. More-
over, we discuss our current work on an immunological dataset analysis, we
are approaching by a combination of time-series clustering and segmentation
methodologies

Models for an immunological dataset. The immune network theory,
formulated by Jerne [8] and subsequently developed by Parelson [12], attempted
to use mathematical formalisms (such as differential equations) to describe the
dynamics of lymphocyte interactions from a quantitative and systemic point of
view. Here we follow this direction, and propose possible data-driven network
models to describe relationships among cell quantities of specific eight peripheral
B lymphocyte subpopulations. In collaboration with Antonio Vella from the
Polyclinic Hospital of the University of Verona, we were given a dataset with
the measured amounts of cells exhibiting the combinations of receptor clusters
CD27, CD23 and CD5 in almost six thousands patients. Such a matrix may be
seen either as a set of cross-sectional data or as eight time-series, if the age of
single patients is taken into account.



Fig. 1. Interactions among B cell subpopulations emerging from clinical
data. Matrices represent the eight statistically valid multivariate models, with co-
efficient p-values less than 0.05. Rows represent age intervals and columns cell types.
Blue (right-up diagonals) positive values and red (left-up diagonals) negative values of
the model coefficients.

In [4] a constant (to all age intervals) network was provided by setting general
assumptions, while an age-dependent one was found by restricting statistical
thresholds to validate our multivariate linear models.

An evident property of the network in Figure 1 is to be tripartite, having
blocks with {x2, x3} and {x6, x7} which are not directly connected each other,
as both interact with the central block {x1, x4, x5, x8}. Such a network indi-
cates that any couple of cell phenotypes which are different for the activation
of only one receptor have direct proportional quantities, that is, if one of them
increases/decreases, the other does the same. In terms of binary (or bit) strings,
if we identify the subpopulation with a combination of binary states of three
CD receptors (see Table I), then we may see the blue lines in the network (see
Figure 1) as all the possible one-bit changes in a graph with eight nodes of de-
gree 3. This phenomenon indicates that one receptor at the time may be lost or
activated in each of these B cell phenotypes during our life. The four red lines
in our network denote that namely CD23 may be expressed together with a sec-
ond receptor, only when the third one is not expressed, and these interactions
are negative, meaning that if the quantity of one of the involved phenotypes
increases/decreases the other ones do the opposite (decrease/increase, respec-



tively). In other terms, cell phenotypes having expressed only one between CD27
and CD5, may loose it, together with the expression state change of CD23, and
when this transformation happens it is not reversible, because if the quantity of
these cells decreases then the other increases.

In [2], a previous network model was proposed for the above dataset, describ-
ing a possible sequence of (ex-vivo observed) B cell maturation steps in human
body. It was based on Metabolic P systems, with linear regulation maps, gen-
erated by regression techniques based on genetic algorithms. MP systems are
discrete dynamical systems [10,11], introduced in the context of membrane com-
puting [7,1], by giving a deterministic perspective where multiset rewriting rules
are equipped with state functions that determine the quantities of transformed
elements. An algebraic formulation of their dynamics, combined with methods
of statistical regression, provided systemic solutions (MP systems) to generate
observed time series of given phenomena [3].

Ongoing work. Segmentation of multiple time series is a complex prob-
lem, since different data sequences may show different aspects of the underlying
processes, and these aspects could also have non-synchronous evidence. Main
methodologies in this field take inspiration and extend methods of motif discov-
ery in time series [9,5] or are based on motif clustering [6,13]. Our cross-sectional
data may be reduced to multivariate time series if we sort them according to the
age of patients.

It turns out that the choice of the information measure has a strong influ-
ence on the identification of segments (i.e., time intervals/clusters of time points)
and change points. A possible measure is represented by the parameters of the
(multivariate) mathematical models fitting the data in each segment, since they
represent some aspects of the information in the segment itself. Comparing these
parameters between couples of adjacent segments and maximizing their differ-
ences is a way to identify good segmentations. If linear regression models are
used, as in [4], then predictor coefficients may be mutually compared, while if
probabilistic models are employed, then means and covariance matrices can be
compared. In our case the information contained in covariance matrices is of
particular interest, because it is a proxy for relationships between two cell types.

More complex models, considering for instance the dynamics of the multivari-
ate time series in each segment, could be used to detect more subtle/advanced
properties of the information contained in those segments. Since complex models
usually have a large number of coefficients, a trade-off between model complex-
ity and sensitivity to specific informational changes must be considered. The
number of segments or change points must be also chosen in order to maximize
the goodness of fit of the models in each segment. Since the choice of the best
partition, according to the requirements here defined, is a time consuming task,
several heuristics were proposed in the literature.

We are currently testing some of them and extending their capabilities to
improve their performance in our specific application. Namely we are employing
a very recent approachwhere subsequence clustering of multivariate time series



is profitably used for discovering repeated patterns in temporal data. Once these
patterns have been discovered, the initial dataset can be interpreted as a tem-
poral sequence of only a small number of states (namely clusters or segments).
Patterns are defined by Markov Random Field (MRF) characterizing the inter-
actions between different variables in typical subsequences of specific clusters.
Based on this graphical representation, a simultaneous segmentation of time
series data is efficiently realized.
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